
 

PART-TIME CROSSFIT COACH JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
Your job is simple: make this one hour class the BEST hour of someone’s day. Fitness is a bonus. Okay, it's a big bonus, and it's 
why they think they're here, but really, making this the best hour of the day is what makes them come back day after day, and 
that's where fitness comes from. It's a lifestyle, a habit, something they do as part of their life. Your job is to make them want 
to.   
 
How do you make it the best hour of their day? By helping them feel accomplished and like they’re progressing, regardless.. 
Your overarching goal is to empower people, make them feel successful, help them feel that they have potential, challenge 
them, and keep them safe. All while being entertaining, educational and inspirational. 
 
There are plenty of people who can explain a move, we hired you because you have the kind of energy that people feel good 
around. Prioritize “Health First”, and let the rest take care of itself. Here are some specifics:   
 

➔ You show proficiency in all the movements and can clearly describe and demonstrate them. You do not have to be 
able to do all the moves, but you do need to know how to coach them. There is probably someone else in the class 
who can do it, so use them as a demo, and talk clearly through the steps. It is your responsibility to know what 
something is when it is on the lesson plan. If you don’t, ask as far in advance as possible and do everything you can 
to “nail it” during your class. You are a professional. 

 

➔ Treat everyone equally, and with love. Be sensitive to everyone’s “shit”, regardless of what it is. We have members 
with troubled pasts, abusive upbringings and recent tragedies. It’s your job to make them feel welcome and a part of 
the community, and help them with their health and fitness. Be sensitive to everyone who seems like they’re having 
a hard time, and make them feel safe, without intruding. If you’re unsure about a situation or a member, talk to Nick 
ASAP. For more on this, see our “Respect Policies”. 

 

➔ When you are coaching a class, you own the room. If Nick or another Coach is working out in class, treat them like any 
other athlete, and refer back to the point above. 

 

➔ You are in charge of everyone and everything in the gym. If there is an injury or an “incident” of any kind, refer to the 
“Incident Report” page in our handbook and message or call Nick, depending on severity. 

 

➔ You are loud enough to command attention in a crowded gym with music playing, a fan blowing, and people talking. 
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➔ You are comfortable challenging even our most capable  athletes to be better than they are. But can gently push our 
beginners to make one little, but profound change at a time. 

 

➔ We do expect you to uphold our best movement standards and practices even when you are "just" working out with a 
class or at home, at another gym, etc. People watch you, all the time. Always have the best form you can. Don’t count 
reps that aren’t your best effort, scale back when you should, and leave your ego out back in the dumpster.. You set 
the standard, all the time. 

 

➔ We never just “wing it”. Have a plan, write it out, refer back after the session and look at what you can improve. 

 

➔ You are more than just a cheerleader, you represent what we are, and what our athletes can be. 

 

  
COACHING DRESS CODE 

It’s not often that we’ll tell you what to do with your body, and that includes what to wear, but while coaching, we do have some 
rules. 

➔ You have to wear clothes that you can move in. Preferably Gifford Fitness gear. 

That’s it. 

 

COMPENSATION 

➔ Base Rate= $20/class ($10 for Open Gym) 
◆ *Raises given based on qualifications and performance. 

➔ Continuing Education 
◆ $1 for every hour that you coach for us. This can be used at any time. If you want to know your current total, 

just ask and we’ll tally it up for you. 
◆ We’ll have a continuing education track that we’ll set for you to develop that you’ll be expected to follow. 

This is an always developing conversation between management and you. 
➔ Unlimited Membership to Gifford Fitness 

◆ Open access to the gym when not otherwise in use. 
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